Introduction
NMPC falls within a class of controllers optimizing future plant evolution through the use of an explicit mathematical process description. The most widely used approach is linear model predictive control implementation (MPC) (Maeder et al., 2002) applied to a linear or Wiener model quadratic problem (Enso & Kaddour, 2002) . Employing MPC together with Wiener model, which is able to better effect a general nonlinear process, requires a calculation of inversion of static nonlinearity in the feedback loop. Furthermore, given its linear and nonlinear parts, parameterization of the Wiener model might not be unique, which might lead to an incorrect synthesis of MPC.
The aim of this work is to generate the design of a predictive controller directly optimizing the Wiener model prediction and also to ensure tracking capability of time-varying parameters. Desired properties of adaptivity are achieved by suppressing an influence of old data to new parameter estimates by incorporating of finite data horizon technique. Optimal sequence of action values is newly found based on a LM search direction (Verheagen & Verdult, 2007) . Some works, such as (Ekman, 2008) , deal with the design of MPC for bilinear model.
The next area of research will be focused on the design of a nonlinear predictive controller and nonlinear process identification with a higher order of linear approximation and verification of adaptive NMPC using the Hammerstein-Wiener model and its variations.
Wiener Model
One of suitable candidates to describe a black-box process behavior is the Wiener model. It consists of a linear dynamic followed in series by a static nonlinearity. The Wiener's model structure directly describing input-output relation can be mathematically expressed as follows (1) (2) where is a measured output, the vectors and represent a vectors of possibly time-varying parameters determining a linear and a nonlinear part of the model. The unmeasurable internal variable is given by a linear combination of measured and estimated signals contained in the regressor vector and by the stochastic disturbance . The variable represents disturbing noises and omnipresent modeling imperfections.
is ideally having the properties of zero mean white noise with known covariance matrix , ie (3) (4) pp. [417] [418] [419] [420] [421] [422] [423] [424] where is the Kronecker delta function given by (5) The static nonlinearity considered here is in a form of polynom of order (6) Equivalently, the Wiener model can be expressed in a state space representation as follows (7) (8) (9) where is the input variable, is the state of the linear dynamics represented by an innovative state space model. We assume throughout that matrices ( , , , ) ensure the reachability and the observability of linear dynamics.
Nonlinear Model Predictive Control
The role of predictive control can be interpreted as a requirement for tracking the reference trajectory by a predicted model output. In order to find the best model prediction which would use quadratic cost function based on a known sequence of input excitation and the knowledge of the initial state vector , the optimal state predictor minimizing the cost function (10) is built first (10) which results in (11) Optimal -step ahead output predictor shall be probably found by solving the following problem (12) by substituting for from the equation (9) and by replacing the vectors and by theirs best possible estimates and , we obtain (13) rewritten (13) into a compact matrix form results in (14) (15) Vectors and will henceforth be referred to as vectors of predicted outputs and vectors of inputs. Vector indices will be written following these rules: the first entry of subscript refers to the time index of the vector's top entry and the second entry of subscript refers to the number of predicted values. The matrix will be henceforth referred to as the extended observability matrix, where the subscript corresponds (as in the case of matrices and ) to the number of predicted values. Individual matrices take a form (22) and, at the same time, to penalize the invested control energy. As the problem considered here is nonlinear, given the properties of the model, its direct analytical solution is not tractable. Numerical optimization is in this case achieved using the technique of linearization in the neighborhood of . For the sake of clarity we will employ the following notation and .
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For the cost function and its approximation by a first-order Taylor series expressed in a matrix form, we write (23) in which and are positive definite weighting matrices and with the requirement of distance reduction . A numerically more attractive approach, which uses the Levenberg-Marquardt techniques, will be achieved by expansion of the cost function (23) by adding a restrictive condition which will require minimal variation in . By formulating a multicriterial problem and applying the Lagrange multiplier which works with a set of positive real numbers, we obtain (24) The linear problem of least-squares is solved in relation to the operation of in the linear approximation of the cost function (25) and as a result we obtain a relation for iterative actualization of a sequence of control actions for (where is the desired number of update iterations)
where
Wiener Model Identification
Numerical optimization based on gradient search direction (Verheagen & Verdult, 2007) , which is our case, utilizes local linearization of an investigated problem. In order to build an optimal predictor of the linearized model we perform a Taylor series expansion of the equation (2) around , and to obtain the following (27) and hence assuming and for the optimal predictor satisfying (28) the following notation will be valid (29) To evaluate the quality of a model, we compare the set of predicted outputs with the corresponding measured outputs in the following prediction error cost function (30) in which the matrix ensures exponentialy forgetting of information in a data window (31) The optimal values of and will be identified solving the problem given by linearization of the constrained cost function (30) 
Simulation Example
In this section, adaptive NMPC practical properties are examined via simulation example. The Wiener system to be controlled has static nonlinearity given by and its corresponding linear part by , which is sampled with period . The result of the Wiener process control by suggested adaptive NMPC is shown in Fig. 1 ., where for both explicit parts was chosen, length of a model prediction , number of a measurements , , . 
Conclusion
This paper presents and develops the strategy of adaptive NMPC design which is based on LM search direction. The simulations result shows that the proposed approach is effective in the tracking capability of referencing trajectory of the Wiener model without having to calculate the inversion of static nonlinearity. It should be mentioned, that the theoretical aspects of algorithm provides its implementation in the cases, when other types of nonlinear model structures (as Hammerstein-Wiener etc.) or just saturation (caused by analog converters) are introduced.
